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As a part of the SAMPIE (The Solar Array Module Plasma Interaction Experiment) program, the

Langmuir probe (LP) was employed to measure plasma characteristics during the flight of STS-62.

Tile whole set of data could be divided into two parts : l) low frequency sweeps to determine voltage-

current characteristics and to find the electron temperature and number density; ii) high frequency

turbulence (HFT) data caused by electromagnetic noise around the Shuttle. Broadband noise was

observed at 250-20,000 Hz frequencies. Measurements were performed in ram conditions; thus, it

seems reasonable to believe that the influence of spacecraft operations on plasma parameters was

minimized. It is shown that ion acoustic waves were observed, and two kinds of instabilities are

suggested for explanation of the origin of these waves. According to the purposes of SAMPIE,

samples of solar cells were placed in the cargo bay of the Shuttle, and high negative bias voltages

were applied to them to initiate arcing between these cells and the surrounding plasma. The arcing

onset was registered by special counters, and data were obtained that included the amplitudes of

current, duration of each arc, and the number of arcs per one experiment. The LP data were

analyzed for two different situations: with arcing and without arcing. Electrostatic noise spectra

for both situations and a theoretical explanation of the observed features are presented in this paper.
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Nomenclature

magnetic field strength

observed spectrum

electrical field strength

frequency of plasma density fluctuations

lower hybrid resonance frequency

ion gyrofrequency
LP current

wave vector

Boltzman constant

mean free path

spacecraft dimension

electron number density

number density of neutral molecules

ion number density

number density of species xx

number of arcs per one experiment

neutral gas pressure

distance from spacecraft surface

time

electron temperature

initial water vapor temperature

ion temperature

LP output voltage

LP bias voltage

plasma drift velocity

spacecraft velocity

molecule thermal speed

lAW phase speed

vector of spatial coordinates

lAW wave length

angle between the Earth magnetic field and the spacecraft velocity

molecular cross section

duration of individual experiment with arcing

duration of one dwell

ion plasma frequencies



Introduction

During the Space Shuttle flight STS-62 broadband electrostatic noise was observed at

250-20,000 Hz frequencies. The measurements were performed in ram conditions by the

Langmuir probe (LP) flown as a part of the SAMPIE package .1 The noise has almost a

flat spectrum with a sharp decline near the lower hybrid resonance frequencyfL u, and the

intc_nsities range from 0.1 to 5 mV/m. z It should be noted that such noise was observed in

ram conditions more than ten years ago, 3 but there is not yet a satisfactory explanation for

the mechanism of generation. An investigation of plasma wave turbulence within a wide

range of frequencies (from a few Hz to 200 kHz) was done by using the Plasma

Diagnostic Package (PDP) during the SL-2 and STS-3 flights: '5 It was established that

the noise is electrostatic, the highest intensities occured in the region

downstream of the spacecraft, and the intensities increased considerably after water

dumps .6 Two different processes were considered in attempting to understand the

generation (instability) of the plasma turbulence caused by a water release: the drift

instability and the Ott-Farley instability caused by the ring distribution of the water ions.

Model computations of the ion distribution function confirm the idea that this function is

non-Maxwellian .7 Moreover, the so-called "ring distribution" was measured directly,

and one may believe that the electrostatic broadband noise observed in the wake of the

shuttle can be explained theoretically by that mech,'mism, s However, an additional

analysis of the electrostatic noise generation mechanism is needed because there are

essential differences in plasma parameters between the SAMPIE and PDP experiments-



all theSAMPIE measurementsof electrostaticnoise(HFT dwells)wereperformedin ram

conditions.TheSAMPIE LP useda 5 cm diametersphericalsensormountedon a fixed

boom approximately100 cm from the surfaceof the shuttle9.10, and fluctuationsof

electric current were measuredby using a logarithmic amplifier with the I-V

characteristicshownin Fig. 1.it Eachdwell lastedfor 4 ms,andexperimentaldatawere

representedin digital form:80measurementsof currentat 50 lasintervals.

Spectraof the fluctuationswerecomputedby usingthe FFT procedure;thus,we are

ableto studytheplasmaturbulencewithin thenarrow frequencyinterval Af=250-10,000

Hz. According to the purposes of the SAMPLE, the samples of solar cells were placed in

the cargo bay of the shuttle, and high negative bias voltages were applied to them to

initiate arcing between these cells and the surrounding plasma. It was shown that arcing

influences the parameters of the electrostatic noise 2, and we discuss this topic in the last

section of the current paper.

Observations

Three examples of HFT dwells with their spectra are shown in Fig. 2-4. The

background plasma parameters (electron number density and temperature) were obtained

by using the I-V characteristic of the LP. 1° As can be seen, there are no essential

differencies among these graphs besides the amplitudes of the fluctuations: the amplitude

of the current reaches i.,_ ,, 0.1 IxA for the dwell shown in Fig. 2, and the amplitudes are

substantially higher for dwells shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 (ira.- " 0.4 l_t). But if we take
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into accountthe differencein electronnumberdensitiesfor thesethreedwells,we may

concludethatthe levelof fluctuations 8n....__,is five timeshigherfor the lastdwell (Fig.4).
ne

All spectra demonstrate a sharp cutoff for frequencies f_fut. This fact could be

considered as an argument in favor of the Ion Acoustic Waves hypothesis because such

kind of waves can be excited within the frequency range F_<f<fL u if the electron

temperature T, is much greater than the ion temperature Ti.. An HFT dwell that was

recorded one minute before the dwell shown in

Fig. 3 demonstrates almost the same signal shape and spectrum but the amplitude of

fluctuations is about five times less (Fig. 5).

One minute (60 seconds) is not a natural time scale for lAW because the calculations

of the attenuation rate and instability increment for such waves show very short time

intervals (x=3-100 ms) (Fig. 6). The duration of one dwell (XD=4 ms) is not long enough

to observe any regular trend in amplitudes although one could believe that the decrease of

the amplitude for a time interval t>2 ms is caused by real attenuation (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

Some measurements were done in a plasma with a relatively low electron number density

(Fig. 7). Here, the pressure of neutral gas is about 20% less than for the dwells shown

above but, surprisingly, the level of fluctuations is almost one order in magnitude higher.

There are no essential differences in spectra between this dwell and other dwells.

For very low electron number density and low pressure of the neutral gas only the

instrument noise was registered (Fig. 8). The origin and the characteristics of the observed

electrostatic fluctuations must be explained by theory. We interpret these fluctuations in



termsof Ion AcousticWavestravelling in a weakly ionized plasma layer surrounding the

Shuttle.

Interpretation

The Shuttle is surrounded by a gas cloud caused by many different processes

accompanying spacecraft operations: outgassing of surfaces, leakage from valves,

thrusters firing, etc. 7 Molecules of the gas are moving at the thermal speed in the rest

frame of the Shuttle, and ionospheric ions and neutral atoms can be considered an inflow

with an average speed Vs=7.8 km/s. If we suggest that the cloud is formed mainly from

water vapor with an initial temperature Tz ,_ 300K , we may determine the number

density of water molecules from measurements of the gas pressure near the Shuttle:

n(H20)= P =6.4"10a°( P ) ( T ) -1kn-T 2 p.Tor--------_" _ cm-3 (1)

This value of the number density is a few times more than the number density of the

ambient atmospheric gas at flight altitudes (220-310 km). According to direct

computations, the water vapor densities at distances about 50 m from the Shuttle can be

as large as n(H20 ) = 2.109 cm -3 , and this value reaches 4.101° cm -3 in close to

the spacecraft surface .7 It should be noted that water molecules outgassed from the

shuttle were directly observed during the flight of STS-39. According to IR emission data

the column density of water molecules was equal to 5-1016 -3.101_ m -2 12,13 , and



these measurements allow us to calculate the number density

n(H20 ) -- 2.101° -1011cm-a Now, we can estimate the mean free path for a water

molecule. The thermal speed is equal to

..( 2kBT ]u2 4[ T _uz cm

-7-

If we adopt as the cross section for molecular collisions o = 2" 10 -15 cm 2 14 and the

number density of the neutral gas ng =, 101°cm -3 , we will get a rough estimation for the

mean free path,

1
l ,,, _ -,, 5" 104 cm = 0.5kin , (3)

(3" "rig

that is much greater than the linear dimension of the spacecraft (I.,-10 m). The time

interval between two collisions is equal to

"c ..'_r =1" _] s (4)

These estimates allow us to write the radial dependence of the water molecule number

density in the simple form 7.



Measurementsof the electron temperature in the vicinity of the Shuttle are in the range

Te=(0.1-0.3) eV. 10 For IAW, the phase velocity is equal to

W, = / k ST" ] = 7.3" 10' cm
\ m_ / "\0.--i_'eV} s

(6)

According to the dispersion relation for IAW, the wave length can be calculated as

-l( Te lll2_. = __W = 73"(f-_---) cm (7)
f \lkHz} \O.leV/

where f is a frequency of fluctuations measured in the rest frame of the plasma.

Thus, within the framework of the IAW hypothesis the wave length of fluctuations is less

than 3 m for the whole range of the observed frequencies. This means that we may

consider the gas layer surrounding the Shuttle as slightly non-homogeneous because of the

following inequalities:

SLe <_=<<L<<l (8)

In the relations (8) SLe is the distance of the LP from the spacecraft surface.

Neutral water molecules that are ejected from the Shuttle surfaces will be ionized by an

electrical charge exchange with ions O ÷ having the flow velocity Vo=- 7.8 km/s and

temperature T,<1000 K:

0 + + H20 --_ H20 + + 0 (9)



Threemore reactionsshouldbeaddedto the reaction (9) to write the complete chain of

reactions:

_r2o++ _r2o---,H3o÷+oi4 (a)

142o÷+e"--,H_o' --,H+OH (b) (10)

H30* +e-..-*n+H:Oand OH+2H (c)

The kinetic equations for the reactions (9) and (10) were solved by using reaction rates

tabulated in the work of Paterson and Frank 7 For particular case

n(O ÷) -- 2.10 s cm -a ,

.(.=o)-6. '°c.,' ,o a n.. .(0")+ )+ )

we obtain the ratio

x = = 3.9- 10 -6 (11)
n(H20)

As a result, the plasma comoving the Shuttle can be characterized by an ion number

density as large as (2 - 3)" 105 cm -3 In the rest frame of the shuttle these ions are

under the influence of a magnetic field B and an induced electric field E that is

and B, and the electric field strength is equal to

V
sin® -- (12)

m

where O is the angle between the Earth magnetic field and the velocity of the spacecraft

(Fig. 9).

It is well known that electrically charged particles will drift with speed Vo = V., •sine in

a direction that is perpendicular to both electric and magnetic fields. The angle between



the Shuttlevelocity andthe magneticfield varied from I9=-65°

experimentsthat areconsideredin the currentpaper.

drift velocity directedto the surfaceof the shuttle

projectionalongthesurfaceVII :

Vj... Itan 191> 1 (13)F,,

We can conclude that there were two streams of ions with relative velocity

V,.=-Vs- I'D . (14)

Thus, it is possible to use the dispersion equation for lAW that may be written in the

following form 15.

to 0=90" during the

This means that the projection of

V, was always greater than the

1+_-_+ k_A---S--(_-, v, co_,_;--0 (15)

where A 2 --
kBr,

is the Debye length, (0_,2 are the ion plasma frequencies for

oxygen and water ions respectively, and ct is the angle between the wave vector k and

the relative velocity V,..

The fourth order equation (15) has complex roots (instability) if the following inequality

can be fulfilled:

v,_cos_,_,w:. (<_+_)_
(dOI + (0 2

(16)

To obtain the inequality (16) we suggest T,t = T,2, and we take into account that the

masses of oxygen and water ions are almost equal to each other.

10



For thesimplestexample

form

w,
IoosaI< :"V'

[DI m {'02 the condition of instability (16) can be written in the

(17)

where V= V, cosO.

It is seen from the expression (17) that the cone of instability is wide for O ,,,90 °. But the

dispersion relation does not have complex roots when O=n/2. In that case, the drift

velocity is equal to the Space Shuttle speed exactly, and there is no any relative motion of

the two kinds of ions; thus, the two-stream instability does not work when the spacecraft

velocity is perpendicular to the Earth magnetic field.

Now we can consider some specific experiments. For example, the angle between

vectors V, and B is equal to ®= - 66.4 ° (Fig.2). It is easy to calculate the lAW phase

speed W,=8.104 cm/s and [costx 1< 0.5. The complex frequency (the growing mode only)

can be determined from the Eq.(15):

to 05 + i" 034 (cosa = 0.25)_mm

kw,

to 0.9 + i" 0.24 (cosa = 0.45)

(18)

For different ion number densities to_L. 2 we obtain almost the same result:

tO 2

to . 0.6 + i" 0.33 (cosct = 0.25) (19)
z,w,

During experiment E_62-2/03 the electron temperature was substantially higher (Fig. 3).

The IAW speed was equal to W,=9.5.104 cm/s, and the relative velocity of the ion streams

11



wasequalto V=1.36.105 cm/s. It is seen that for this particular experiment the "beam"

velocity is almost equal (a little higher) to the lAW phase velocity. Such a condition is

optimal for energy transfer from flux kinetic energy to fluctuations, and the rate of

instability is high for all the magnitudes of angle between wave vector and stream velocity

(see Eq. (17)). This result depends on the relation between ion number densities only

weakly:

kW - 0.5+i.0.34 (coset -- 0.5, % -to2)

kW-0.78+i'0.25 (cosa-, 05, to1 - 0.1to2) (20)

to /- 0.22.i.o s - 05, -
kW.

When the angle between the spacecraft velocity and the magnetic field is almost equal to

90 ° the relative speed is less than the lAW phase speed, and the conditions for the two-

stream instability are broken in this case. The dispersion relation (15) has two real roots

for any values _ and _:

to
_--±1 (21)
kw.

Due to the IAW attenuation, we should not observe the electrostatic noise during the

time interval t- 5 min which is needed to change the angle O from 85 to 95 degrees (Fig.

10). However, fluctuations were observed even during the dwell recorded for V,.I.B

(Fig. 4). Such a situation was discussed by Pickett et al. 6, and they suggested that a

modified two-stream instability (MTSI) could explain the observational data obtained in

their experiment for the wake of the shuttle. MTSI generates fluctuations with

12



frequencies near the lower hybrid resonance frequency (few kHz), and some nonlinear

processes should be considered to explain the observed spectrum that has significant

amplitudes at frequencies as low as a few Hz.

If we confront our LP data obtained for Bx=0 (Fig.4) with data obtained for Bx'  l

(Fig. 3 and Fig. 5), we may suggest that the nature of the turbulence is the same in all

three cases because the shape of signals and their spectra are essentially identical. One of

the possibilities to explain the IAW instability is the gradient instability caused by electron

and ion number density gradients with a scale a- dR -5m (see Eq. (5)).

The dispersion relation can be written in the following form a6 :

1 k2 to_ k:-75-+ - • • 1
+i.k.n_ dR sinq_ -0 (22)

where q_ is the angle between the wave vector k and the Earth magnetic field B.

Taking into account that the Debye length is much smaller than the wave length, we can

represent the increment of instability in the following form:

to "'2" " (23)k n i dR]

where o_obeys the Eq. (21).

13



It shouldbenotedthattheEq.(23)is validwhentheanglebetweenthewavevector k and

ky k x

the magnetic field B is not close to zero, but --kz < 1,and _ < 1 ( ky is the projection of

the wave vector on the direction that is perpendicular to both vectors B and grad nl.).

The ratio (23) can be easily estimated for the considered frequency range: y/oJ= 0.005-0.1.

The attenuation rate of lAW depends on the ratio of the electron temperature to the ion

temperature 17 (Fig. 11). The electron temperature is measured for each dwell, and we

can use these data for further calculations.

We can estimate the ion temperature by hypothesizing that the main ion component of

the plasma is water ions generated by a charge exchange process. Thus, we can assume

that T_ <300 IC Moreover, the lAW attenuation rate depends on the angle between the

wave vector and the magnetic field is (Fig. 6). If we compare the attenuation rates

mentioned above with increment (23), we see that there is enough room for an instability

of lAW even in ram conditions with V,.I.B if _ _: 10.

The Influence of Arcing

As was mentioned above, HFI' data were also obtained during the experiments when

arcs occurred. First of all, there is a significant difference in amplitudes between signals

with arcing and without them (Fig. 12). For this one particular dwell, the amplitude of

current fluctuations is as large as 2 p.A. The number of arcs, the maximum current for

each arc, and the duration of the arc were measured by a special counter. One example of

14



data obtainedduring experimentE_60-1/01 is shown in Fig. 13. There is a strong

correlationbetweenthe numberof arcsobservedin anexperimentandthe amplitudeof

fluctuations(Fig. 14). All these facts show that there is an influence of arcs on the HFT

data. We believe that the large amplitude of LP current is caused by rapid changes in the

spacecraft potential due to arcing. When arcing occurs, the difference of potentials

between the shuttle and the surrounding plasma changes AV=,2-3 V for the moment of

each are. Because the duration of each arc is equal to 0.1-0.5 I.ts, the measured

value of LP current can be estimated as

N,,,_ (aI,,_ AV)
M,.. -_.'c a...u "_'_"' / (24)

1; exp

For example, during one experiment, No,c=1500, the duration of the experiment x.,,p=60

s, and xa.,,u=4 ms, The value of the expression in the parenthesis can be obtained from

appropriate sweep data (one example is shown in Fig. 15). The result of the calculation,

A/,,,_.-2 la.A, is in agreement with the measurements.

According to theoretical considerations, the spectrum of fluctuations in the plasma

should have the following form: xs

f kf,)

where A=Const, and F(f) is a slow function of frequency. In reality, we obtained

D(f)_ f.-0.,,0.2 for the average spectrum without arcing, in agreement with

expectations (Fig. 16).

We see from the present work that fluctuations with a broad spectrum are developed in

the plasma surrounding the shuttle.

15



Conclusions

During the Solar Array Module Plasma Interactions Experiment (SAMPLE) fluctuations

in the electron number density were observed in ram conditions. The amplitudes of these

fluctuations were as large as 10 .3 - 10 .4 from the background density at frequencies

f= 250-6500 Hz. The measurements of the Earth magnetic field allow us to show that

this frequency range is inside the interval F_ < f < flu ; thus, we suggest that Ion

Acoustic Waves were observed. An additional argument in favor of the hypothesis of

lAW is the inequality between ion and electron temperatures. Measurements have

determined that the electron temperature varied from 0.1-:/',-:0.3 eV. x° According to

Patterson and Frank 7 the ion temperature should be substantially lower : Ti < 0.03 eV.

This value of ion temperature agrees with measurements of the pressure of neutral gas

around the shuttle (Fig. 17) and our estimations of the number density of water molecules

(see also Eq.(1)).

These facts named allow us to adopt the basic model of the gas layer around the shuttle

that was elaborated by Paterson and Frank/ Two kinds of instabilities were suggested for

explanation of the origin of lAW: the two-stream instability that works when the angle

between the spacecraft velocity and the magnetic field is not too close to a right angle,

and the gradient instability that works for situations when the magnetic field and velocity

of the shuttle are perpendicular to each other. It should be noted that the last instability is

weaker than the first one, and we could observe the transition between the two regimes if

the dwell would last for several minutes at least. More measurements need to be done,

16



particularly for the frequency range 20-100,000 Hz, to allow an understanding of the

nature of the observed turbulence.
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Fig. 12a. LP output voltage fluctuations measured during the dwell in ram

conditions when arcing occurred (MET 7/17:21). This plot

demonstrates the large amplitude caused by arcing.
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Fig.16a. Average spectrum that was built by using data from twelve dwells. The

best fit approximation D_ fo._o.z is in good agreement with theoretical

predictions.
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Fig. 16b Average spectrum that was build by using twelve dwells with arcing.

It is seen that spectrum is almost flat for entire frequency range.
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